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About the European Automotive Cluster Network
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EACN’s Strategic activity fields

Product

● New technologies (materials,
powertrains, lightweight…)

● Vehicle concepts ( EV-concepts,
autonomous vehicles...)

Production

● Additive manufacturing
● Supply Chain optimization
● Responsive maintenance

Process

● Digitalisation, Internet of things
● New and innovative production

tools

People

● Working environment, training/
education, skills 4.0 and re-
talenting to meet the skills gap, …

● Founded in late 2017

● 19 automotive clusters federating the triptych of
companies (mainly SMEs), research and education

● 10 European and international countries

● > 2,800 members, combined with very strong
relations to public authorities, territorial development
agencies and funding organisations.

● Six EACN members cooperate in the EACN for Joint
Industrial Modernisation Investment project
(COSME co-funding of the European Union)



EACN action to limit Covid-19 impact
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● Aware of the massive impact of pandemic 
=> EACN partners decided to launch specific Covid-19 action

● Aims
○ gather the concentrated knowledge and expertise of the 19 EACN partner clusters
○ dress an image of the current situation in the automotive industry
○ develop a joint vision for the future automotive landscape
○ imagine and launch (joint) cluster services helping cluster members master immediate and long term

impacts.

Kick-off
20 April 2020

WG1
Future vision

WG2
Cluster services

WG3
Financial and HR 

impacts

EACN Roadmap
July 2020



EACN thesis for a strong European Automotive Industry post Covid-19
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Analysis of the situation

#1 – The EU Automotive  industry already faced multiple challenges before the pandemic

#2 – Pandemic impacts are creating additional short-term pressure on companies

#3 – Pandemic consequences will fashion the urban mobility landscape in a long term

Expected impacts on the future product

#4 – Future market evolution will be technology driven

#5 – The automotive core competence in the future resides in the electric powertrain

#6 – Reduced financial capacities shall not delay further technological innovation

Suggestions for the automotive industry

#7 – The EU Automotive Industry must contribute to European sustainability goals

#8 – The whole EU Automotive value chain must become highly flexible and automated

#9 – The automotive industry landscape must better resist to global crises
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Pre-Covid-19 challenges for the European automotive industry ...

Sources:
EACN Consortium (2019), Drivers and motivators for industrial modernisation in the Automotive Industry, Deliverable 2.2, accessed on 20/05/2020



● After -5.3% of European car production in 2019 compared to 2018, probably -10 to 15% for 2020/2019

● Car registrations dropped by 40% for the first four month compared to 2019
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...and the additional Covid-19 impact

Sources:

ACEA (2020), The Automobile Industry Pocket Guide, accessed on 20/05/20200
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The pandemic will fashion the urban mobility landscape in a long term

Thus, EACN partners expect future urban mobility to be 
characterised by

● road traffic beneath pre-crisis level even in a long 
term;

● significantly higher shares in time of walking and 
cycling for daily travels; 

● increased intermodal travels => strong need for 
seamless information and ticketing (Mobility as a 
Service);

● flexible and reactive mobility services responding to 
volatile travel demands; and

● new innovative business models from mobility actors, 
including automotive industry.

Sources:
Mobility Institute Berlin (2020), Beyond the immediate crisis: The SARS-CoV-2 pandemic and public transport strategy, (accessed 09/06/2020)

(Mobility Institute Berlin 2020)

Development of modal split in Germany from 
End of February to End of March 2020



The future market evolution will be technology driven
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=> Need for new skills

● Electric engineering
● Electronics

Wikicommons:
By Eschenzweig, CC BY-SA 4.0,

Low/zero emission vehicles
Connected, automated 

and autonomous vehicles
Highly flexible and automated

production systems

● Mechatronics
● ICT



The automotive industry landscape must better resist to global crises

Europe

Asia

America

OEM(s)

Supplier(s)

Principal sourcing, 
production, market

● Alliances and cooperation between OEMs

● Production sites all around the world, specialised in 
building only one or several models, then shipping 
vehicles to their markets

● Tier-1settling close to their customers

● Parts are produced where the lowest costs are found, 
creating concentrations in some regions (esp. China/Asia)

● Functioning transport chains are essential

Basis for a European strategy and industrial ecosystem(?):

● Aim at three or four (mostly) independent world regions 
considering sourcing, production and market

● Enhance the weakest elements of the value chain (Tier-2, 
-3…) to join the (digital) supply chain and gain in flexibility

● Strengthen European cooperation in R&D
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Some suggestions

Industry's side

● Decide on one or two powertrain technologies to be 
really pushed in the next 10, 20… years 

● Switch R&D efforts from ICE to new powertrains 
and become again world technological leader for 
the best and most sustainable cars (production and 
use)

● Push real industrialisation of zero-emission vehicles 
and build affordable electric vehicles

● Produce products developed with EU funds in 
Europe

● Consider local/regional suppliers as partners

● Develop an (EU) automotive data exchange format
○ mandatory in the whole automotive value chain
○ oblige software providers to implement it
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Politics' side

● Prefer zero and low emission vehicle quotas for all 
brands rather than further tightening emission 
regulations

● Focus R&D efforts (Horizon Europe) on chosen 
powertrain technologies

● Push the development and deployment of 
corresponding green energy/hydrogen production 
and distribution

● Accompany industry and economic actors in the 
deployment of recharging infrastructures for 
selected technologies

Consumers' side

● Buy EV’s


